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1. YARSI UNIVERSITY: A BRIEF HISTORY
YARSI UNIVERSITY (front view)
THE 7 FOUNDERS OF YARSI FOUNDATION/YARSI UNIVERSITY:

1. Dr. H. ALI AKBAR
2. PROF. Dr. ASRI RASAD, MSc, PhD
3. DRS. MAKSUM SALEH NASUTION
4. PROF. Dr. JURNALIS UDDIN
5. H. ABDUL KARIM OYE
6. DRS. MALIMAR SOELOET
7. YAHYA E. WIRJATMO

❖ The first 5 founders had been passed away
❖ No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 used to be lecturers in UNIVERSITY OF INDONESIA Faculty of Medicine
October 1, 1965

- Coup d’etat attempt by Indonesian Communist Party against the First President Sukarno
- They succeeded to kill a lot of generals → but fail to take over the government
- Major General Suharto (*who was the Commander of Strategic Reserve Army*) took initiative to crush The Indonesian Communist Party
- The country prone to have better relation with Soviet Union + People Republic of China → bad relation with western hemisphere → Indonesian Communist Party have big influence in the political arena
1966

- The country was in chaotic → almost every day there were demonstration on the street → the people demanded President Sukarno to step down

- Continuous rally in the whole country → made the country fell deep into political, economical and social chaos

- Inflation was uncontrolable → almost 10% per month

- In the peak of unstable political situation → the 4 founders of YARSI: Ali Akbar, Asri Rasad, MS Nasution and Jurnalis Uddin started to launch the idea to establish the first Islamic Medical school in the country
General Suharto succeeded to topple down President Sukarno → put him into house arrest until he passed away → lead to a new authoritarian regime headed by General Suharto

April 11, 1967
The inception of YARSI FOUNDATION
(trustee of YARSI MEDICAL COLLEGE)

April 15, 1967
The inception of YARSI MEDICAL COLLEGE
1967

- In the time of its inception YARSI has no land + no campus of its own → all the founders were penniless

- YARSI MEDICAL COLLEGE was free to use all facilities (lecture rooms + laboratories + offices) of UNIVERSITY OF INDONESIA Medical School from 1967 until 1971
1968

➢ In 1968 we bought 25.000 m² of land at the present campus (Central Jakarta)

➢ In 1968 we have the honor of the First Lady Madame Tien Suharto who generously officiated the ground breaking of the campus
1968: Madame Suharto approaching the ground breaking area
1968: GROUND BREAKING BY FIRST LADY MADAME TIEN SUHARTO witnessed by previous FIRST LADY, MADAME FATMAWATI SUKARNO
1968-1971

➢ The ground breaking ceremony gave us only sweet memory→
the construction stop there, since the founders have no money
and all of them were not bankable

➢ But we succeeded to build semi-permanent buildings by our
own resource

➢ In 1971 we moved all education activities from UNIVERSITY OF
INDONESIA Medical School to those semi-permanent buildings
→ very humble campus but those were our own
1971: 1st CAMPUS BUILDING
1972: 1st CAMPUS BUILDING
1972: 1st CAMPUS BUILDING
1989: 2nd campus building: one unit of 4 fl building + 7 units of 2 fl building + 2 units of 1 fl building
1989:

We expanded the medical college to be YARSI UNIVERSITY by opening new schools:

✓ Law
✓ Economics: management and accountancy
✓ Information Technology: IT and Library science

Later:
✓ Psychology (est. 2008)
✓ Dentistry (est. 2012)
✓ Graduate school (est. 2013): management, notary, Biomedical science
1995 - 2000

➢ We start hiring consultant to design a new master plan for our new comprehensive campus

➢ We split the campus land into 2:
  1) 15,000 m² is used for campus building
  2) 10,000 m² is for teaching hospital of 460 beds

➢ Campus building is expected to have 5 towers of 20 floors each and set in form of a super-block

➢ Teaching hospital building will be consisting of 2 towers of 20 floors each
2001

➢ Apply building construction licence to Governor of Jakarta

2005

➢ Governor of Jakarta issued building construction licence, but only agree to build 14 floors of each tower

➢ We start building the middle 3 towers of the super block, followed later by the 4th and 5th tower
In 1995 NATIONAL ACCREDITATION AGENCY OF HIGHER EDUCATION = BAN-PT for the first time assessed our medical school and gave us:

B category

In 2004, the BAN-PT reaccredited our medical school and they gave us: A category

In 2018, LAM PT-Kes reaccredited our medical school and again we got: A category
2010

The construction of the 4\textsuperscript{th} tower
2014

➢ The 5th tower was built and completed at the end of 2015 → the total floor space of the campus is now 80,000 m²

➢ The campus is planned to have not more than 10,000 students (8,000 under grad + 2,000 graduate students)
Front view of the main building
Ar-Rahman auditorium (capacity: 1400)
Ar-Rahim auditorium: capacity 350
al-Quddus auditorium: capacity 350
Typical classroom for graduate student: capacity 30  (total: 20)
Typical workshop room: capacity: 60  (total:8)
Typical workshop room: capacity: 50
CAPACITY: 360 PC
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Dental simulator: capacity: 50
Dental wet-lab: capacity: 50
Dental dry lab: capacity: 100
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Typical amphitheatre classroom for undergraduate student: capacity 185 (8 units)
Typical PBL discussion room (32 rooms)
Real OT at Clinical skill lab
Clinical skill lab: EYE
Mock up court room for law student
SCHOOL OF IT
Network lab
Typical classroom: capacity: 50
Mini bank lab
SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
Interview booth (total: 30)
Children diagnostic room
Audio-video+discussion room
(Psychology: experimental lab)
Psychology: monitor room
STUDENT FACILITIES
Indoor sport
Outdoor sport
Choir/music room
Student food court: capacity: 500
Student clinic
DENTAL AND MOUTH HOSPITAL
2014

➢ In this year we succeeded to finish annex building which is now becoming DENTAL AND MOUTH HOSPITAL with 3 floors:
  1st floor for morgue, kitchen, laundry and 14 BPJS outpatient clinic
  2nd floor for 55 dental units, Reception and Administration counter, Dentist room, discussion room, Panoramic and Apical X-ray, CSSD, Pharmacy, Dental material storage, one OT, one RR, 2 rooms with 2 beds each for inpatient,
  3rd floor for hospital management and corporate office
➢ The hospital already had OPERATIONAL LICENSE and had been classified as A category hospital
➢ Since September 2016 our dental student has started doing their clerkship in that hospital
DENTAL AND MOUTH HOSPITAL building (situation per Dec. 2014)
DENTAL AND MOUTH HOSPITAL (front view)
YARSI HOSPITAL
YARSI HOSPITAL (bed capacity: 460)
2. TOWARD ONE OF THE BEST 500 WORLD CLASS UNIVERSITY
VISION

STRIVE TO OUR BEST TO BE A PRESTIGIOUS AND RESPECTED ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY AND ABLE TO COMPETE NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY AND TO BE ONE OF THE BEST 500 WORLD CLASS UNIVERSITY

TO ACHIEVE THAT VISION, WE REFER TO TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION CRITERIA:

30% RESEARCH
30% INDEXED PUBLICATION
30% EDUCATION
10% SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES
TO MEET THE REQUIREMENT, WE DECIDED TO FOCUS AND WILL EXCELL IN 6 MEDICAL RESEARCH AREA:

1. GENOMIC/GENETIC
2. STEM CELL
3. TELOMERE/LONGEVITY
4. HERBAL
5. E-HEALTH
6. HALAL
POLICY TAKEN IN RESEARCH AREA:

➢ Since 2010, all 6 areas have already had state of the art modern research equipment → already conducting advance research in each area → the whole 11th floor (appr. 4,000 m² floor space)

➢ All full time lecturers are compulsory to take PhD degree both domestic and abroad → only PhD holders able to conduct good advance research

➢ All PhD graduates should take post doctorate program abroad (for 6 to 12 months) with 3 objectives:

1. Develop their PhD research
2. Able to write article based on their PhD research to be published in high impact indexed journals
3. Develop networking among international researchers
POLICY TAKEN IN RESEARCH AREA:

➢ ALL PhD HOLDERS SHOULD CONDUCT RESEARCH AND PUBLISH THEIR RESEARCH WORK IN HIGH IMPACT INDEXED JOURNALS AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR

➢ TO ENHANCE RESEARCH INTEREST, THE FOUNDATION PROVIDE:

1. **USD 1.000,-- USD 3.500 INCENTIVE TO ANY PUBLISHED RESEARCH WORK**

2. **RESEARCHERS DESERVE TO TAKE 30% OF THEIR RESEARCH BUDGET FOR THEIR HONORARIUM**

➢ EXPAND COLLABORATION IN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES WITH OUTSTANDING OVERSEAS RESEARCH CENTERS
POLICY TAKEN IN RESEARCH AREA:

- WE ALLOCATE SUBSTANTIAL BUDGET FOR RESEARCH
- WE RECRUIT POTENTIAL YOUNG GRADUATES (particularly from overseas) TO BE FULL TIME RESEARCHERS
- CREATE SOLID SCIENTIFIC ENVIRONMENT BY CONTINUOUS TRAINING AND WORKSHOP OF OUR RESEARCHERS+RESEARCH ASSISTANTS+TECHNICIANS
- HOLDING SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP/TRAINING AT LEAST 4 TIMES A YEAR TO EACH 6 MAJOR RESEARCH AREA
POLICY TAKEN IN RESEARCH AREA:

➢ PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIP TO GIFTED STUDENTS WHO INTEND TO BE A RESEARCHER AS THEIR CARRIER

➢ RESEARCH CENTERS WHO GOT 4 GOLD STAR (the highest in the country) ➔ IN 2014 ONLY GOES TO 6 STATE OWNED UNIVERSITY (not any goes to private university) ➔ ALREADY PROMOTED TO BE 3 STAR IN 2016

✓ One star: BINAAN
✓ Two star: MADYA
✓ Three star: UTAMA
✓ Four star: MANDIRI
POLICY TAKEN IN EDUCATION AREA:

➢ STRIVE TO OUR BEST TO KEEP A CATEGORY ACCREDITATION IN ALL STUDY PROGRAM → THIS WILL GUARANTEE HIGH PRESTIGE OF THE INSTITUTION → ATTRACT MORE POTENTIAL /GIFTED STUDENTS

➢ WILL OPEN INTERNATIONAL CLASS IN 2017, STARTED WITH IT AND FOLLOWED BY MEDICINE AND BY OTHER STUDY PROGRAMS
POLICY TAKEN IN COMMUNITY SERVICE:

WE INTEND TO BE EXCELL IN THE FOLLOWING AREA ➔ EACH AREA HAS ITS OWN CENTER:

1. YARSI SAVE VISION: COMBATING BLINDNESS
2. YARSI TB CARE: COMBATING TB
3. YARSI AIDS/HIV CARE: COMBATING AIDS/HIV
4. YARSI RELIEF AGENCY(YARA): AID TO MASS DISASTER
5. YARSI VILLAGE EMPOWERMENT: AID TO POVERTY ALLEVIATION
6. YARSI ENTREPRENEURSHIP CENTER: DEVELOPING ENTREPRENEURAL SPIRIT
THANK YOU